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WhoPaste 4.6 instantly creates Tasks in iCal, Daylite or Entourage
Published on 04/12/10
WhoPaste version 4.6 allows Mac users to select some text and then use a control click or
hot key to create a Task in iCal, Daylite, or Entourage. WhoPaste opens the Daylite or
Entourage Task window allowing users to complete the specification. For iCal, WhoPaste
provides a custom heads up display window directly beneath the mouse click. WhoPaste
provides a similar mechanism for creating contacts in Apple's Address Book, Google's
Contacts, Marketcircle's Daylite, and Microsoft's Entourage.
Austin, Texas - WhoPaste version 4.6 allows Mac users to select some text and then use a
control click or hot key to create a Task in iCal, Daylite, or Entourage. WhoPaste opens
the Daylite or Entourage Task window allowing the user to complete the specification. For
iCal, WhoPaste provides a custom heads up display window directly beneath the mouse click.
WhoPaste provides a similar mechanism for creating contacts in Apple's Address Book,
Google's Contacts, Marketcircle's Daylite, and Microsoft's Entourage.
WhoPaste's new task functionality provides a user default which controls whether there is
a due date and if so how many days in the future. WhoPaste also provides a 'skip Saturday'
and a 'skip Sunday' option. iCal users can specify a default calendar for new To Dos,
while Daylite and Entourage users can specify a default Category and Project.
WhoPaste 4.6 also introduces 4 new cost effective license options. Both the new 'Add One'
and 'Up to 5' license options are available to 1, 2, 3, or 4 user licenses. The new 'Up to
10' option is available for 5 user licenses and the new 'Up to 25' option is available for
10 user licenses.
By incorporating the latest tools from Google, WhoPaste 4.6 now provides structured names
and addresses, as well as url information that will provide live links from within Google
Contacts.
Two new trigger functions allows WhoPaste 4.6 to be easily adapted to processing contact
data from known or often used sources. With just a few clicks, WhoPaste can adapt to
simply ignore certain text, ignore any line containing certain text, or automatically add
any line containing text to the Notes. WhoPaste has an extensive set of such options for
general usage and as well over 30 options for customizing Daylite integration.
WhoPaste's features include: citation capture for information sourcing, automatic group
assignment for Address Book, Google, and Entourage, post-process script execution,
AppleScript-ability, pre-built Automator actions, automatic SMS address augmentation,
back-office system integration options, archiving, language customization for niche
markets, duplicate contact detection, and more.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 or later (Leopard & Snow Leopard Compatible)
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 9.5 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
* WhoPaste 4.6 is available for $19.95 (USD) for a 1-Mac license
* 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, and 25 Mac licenses are available (a 2-Mac license is $24.95 USD)
* Add 1, Up to 5, Up to 10, and Up to 25 upgrades are now available
* A free trial version is available for download
* The trial version allows saving 20 extracted contacts
* A WhoPaste Media Review License Key is available upon request
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WhoPaste 4.6:
http://www.whopaste.com
Download WhoPaste:
http://www.whopaste.com/CurrentVersion/WhoPaste.dmg.zip
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=giLG4HkFCLw
Media Resources:
http://www.whopaste.com/_Media/media.html
Informative Videos:
http://www.whopaste.com/_Screencasts/screencasts.html
Screenshots:
http://www.whopaste.com/_Screenshots/screenshots.html

Located in historic fun-loving Austin, Texas, Mac-Chi is a privately funded company
founded in 2006 by Steve Cronin. Mac-Chi focuses exclusively on the Macintosh and iPhone
platforms using the Mac OS X Address Book and iCal as its central platforms for
innovation. Mac-Chi delivers contact-friendly software that enlivens your people.
Copyright 2006-2010 Mac-Chi. All Rights Reserved. Apple and the Apple logo are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries. Google, Gmail, and the
Google logo, are registered trademarks of Google Inc. Entourage is a registered Trademark
of Microsoft Corporation. Daylite is a registered trademark of Marketcircle.
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